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Computing
E-Safety
This term your child will be looking at a range of
important features for e-safety including Hectors
World and Think U Know.
Computing
They will also be looking further at simple
algorithms to use logical reasoning to predict the
behaviour of simple programs IPAD apps and
Beebots. Your child will begin to predict where it
will go and debug them.

Art & Design
Collage and Painting
Your child will use a range of materials creatively to
design and make products related to this terms
topic, Splendid Skies. They will use drawing, painting
and sculpture to develop and share their ideas,
experiences and imagination. By using a range of
techniques and materials they will create art work in
the style of Georges Saurat.

They will write instructions for daily activities to
support them with understanding the purpose of an
algorithm.

Splendid Skies

Music
Your child will be experiencing different genres of
music focusing on the beat and rhythm, including
Funk and Rock and Roll.

SMSC/ British Values
This term we will be looking at a range of significant
days including:
 Shrove Tuesday
 Ash Wednesday
 Lent
 e-safety
 Interfaith week

PE
Your child will be developing their invasion game
skills this term in the game skittles. They will be
using their teamwork skills, communication skills and
tactics.
They will also be looking at their fundamental
movement skills to improve their balance,
coordination, agility and running.

Websites
https://www.codemoji.com/play/
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/levels/z3g4d2p

This term our Christian value is thankfulness.

Science
In science this term, your child will be looking at
seasonal changes across all four seasons. Through
observations of weather, children will describe
weather patterns associated to the seasons and
how day length varies.
Geography
Human and Physical Geography
Your child will be looking at seasonal and daily
weather patterns in the United Kingdom. Using
atlases children will locate hot and cold areas of the
world in relation to the Equator and the North and
South Poles. They will use aerial photographs and
plan perspectives to recognize landmarks and basic
human and physical features.

History
Significant individuals – Sir Francis Beaufort
This term your child will be looking at Sir Francis
Beaufort. They will be comparing aspects of life
from the 1800’s to now, including living, transport
and working in the Navy.
RE
Your child will be looking at Jewish households and
looking at They will be identifying similarities and
differences between Christian and Jewish
households.

